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David Blaikie – A Season in Lowertown
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Mike Madill – The Better Part of Some Time
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David Blaikie
613-592-9030
david.blaikie@gmail.com

Wendy Jean McLean
613-340-4973
wendymac55@hotmail.com

Antony DiNardo
450-522-5640
dinardoa@me.com

Honourable
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Mike Madill
289-231-8384
heroclub123@gmail.com

Don Gutteridge Poetry Award

PDFs of the ﬁnished books are not available yet.
Email us if you would like a pdf of each manuscript:
WetInkBook@gmail.com

A Short Bio and Contact info for Don Gutteridge:
Don Gutteridge was born in Sarnia and raised in the nearby
village of Point Edward. He taught High School English for
seven years, later becoming a Professor in the Faculty of
Education at Western University, where he is now Professor
Emeritus. He is the author of more than seventy books:
poetry, fiction and scholarly works in pedagogical theory and
practice. He has published eighty books; twentytwo novels,
including the twelvevolume Marc Edwards mystery series,
and forty seven books of poetry, one of which, Coppermine,
was shortlisted for the 1973 GovernorGeneral's Award. In
1970 he won the UWO President's Medal for the best
periodical poem of that year, “Death at Quebec.”
Don lives in London, Ontario.
5198731585
gutteridgedonald@gmail.com

First Place Winner: David Blaikie
Title: A Season in Lowertown
A Short Bio:
David Blaikie is a journalist and writer who grew up in Nova Scotia and reported for the Truro Daily News, The Canadian
Press, The Toronto Star and Reuters. He spent eighteen years in the Parliamentary Press Gallery and had a second career in
labour communications. He has published three volumes of poetry, Her Final Days, the story of his mother who died of
AIDS after a blood transfusion in the 1980s; Farewell to Coney Island, winner of the inaugural chapbook award of the Tree
Reading Series in Ottawa (2011) and In that Old City by the Sea (2017). He lives in Ottawa.

Author Statement:
Writing baﬄes me, though I’ve been at it all my life, and have kept a daily diary for more than forty years. It’s a bit like
baking bread. I knead the keys and words rise up, most of them unremarkable – letters, email, journals, decades of
newspaper articles, the everyday prose of the communications ﬁeld. Yet there is a value to all writing, if only a reminder to
the ﬁngertips, that anything worth saying is worth saying well. The challenge is ever there.
Poetry is another matter – elusive, mysterious, arriving from who knows where. The older I get the more I’m convinced
that poetry is a gift and poets are the channels through which it ﬂows. It cannot be coerced, without diluting it, yet demands
all the craft that we can muster to bring it to the page. My inﬂuences over the years have been many. A few stand out –
Alden Nowlan and Patrick Lane, Jack Kerouac and Henry David Thoreau, plus a host of great musician/writers of my time,
Bob Dylan, Leonard Cohen, Joni Mitchell, Patti Smith.
All my life I’ve looked for tricks to make it easier – alcohol, music, meditation. Nothing very reliable has emerged, except
one thing. Walking seems to help. A powerful link exists between mind and body and walking seems to clarify the path between
the two, at least for me. That’s all I know. I was a marathon runner in my younger years. I still try to walk an hour a day.

Blurbs for, A Season in Lowertown
25 Words
A young man’s odyssey through the bars, hotels, and creaking beds of Lowertown in the 1970s – one of the oldest districts
in Canada’s national capital.
116 Words
David Blaikie ﬂed a marriage in the 1970s that he got into too young and lived a memorable yet introspective year in the
bars, hotels, and creaking beds of one of the oldest neighbourhoods of Canada’s national capital. A Season in Lowertown
is an awardwinning collection of poems by a lifelong writer and journalist about the Lowertown that existed before de
velopers arrived and remade it into the Byward Market of today. His poems recall the poignant demise of his marriage and
the wild nightlife of the time, not only in Lowertown but also in Hull (now Gatineau), across the Ottawa River, and along
the rambunctious main drag of Vanier, the workingclass neighbourhood just to the east.
402 Words
David Blaikie ﬂed a marriage he got into too young and spent a memorable but introspective year in the “unpretty and un
domestic” bars, hotels, and creaking beds of Lowertown in the 1970s – one of the oldest districts of Canada’s national
capital, not far from Parliament Hill and the landmark Chateau Laurier Hotel. The neighbourhood still had the feel of early
Canada, memories of loggers who had danced and drowned on log booms, of nuns and prime ministers who had prowled
its streets, and the ghost of Colonel John By, the sadistic genius who built the entire Rideau Canal in six short years at a cost
of a thousand dead labourers.

It was just before the developers came “with their aftershave and blueprints / and remade it in the image of the board
of trade” into the Byward Market of today. Blaikie lived in a back street room, spent “long afternoons” at the Chez Lucien
Hotel, a sincerazed landmark with “more stories than god could tell,” and ate at allnight diners “with women out to make
a buck / and men with wallets on a chain.” He also saw the last of Le Hibou, the famous Ottawa coﬀee house that in its day
featured everyone from Leonard Cohen and Irving Layton to Neil Young, Gordon Lightfoot, and Joni Mitchell, plus an array
of local artists like William Hawkins, a man “who stapled poetry to light poles / and drove a Blue Line cab.”
This awardwinning collection of poems also recalls the nightlife of Hull (now Gatineau), across the Ottawa River, where
Blaikie got “busted one night / by the drug squad there” and was carted oﬀ to “the dark Hull jail / somewhere up Saint
François” – and spent “a sleepless night there / plotting naïve revenge.” He also frequented the raucous main drag of Vanier
to the east, which pulsed with strip clubs, hotels, and motorcycle gangs, or when all else had closed for the night, an illegal
blind pig up Bradley Street “where noiseless shadows fell / and moonlight wept / on dented cars.” Through it all he threads
the poignant demise of his marriage to a young school teacher and her departure to the West Coast of Canada, as well as
his enduring friendship with “a radio man” named Alan who likewise had “a woman back there / in his rearview life” and
was looking in bottles and books to ﬁnd himself.

Second Place Winner: Wendy Jean MacLean
Title: On Small Wings
A Short Bio:
Wendy Jean MacLean’s everyday life is rimed with numinous light. Her awardwinning poetry explores the untold stories
of ordinary objects like buttons and stones, and our deepest humanity. Her work is shaped by a lifelong engagement with
mythology, gospel and literature. Published in Crosswinds, Gathering, Green Spirit, Ancient Paths, CASA, Boosey and Hawkes,
GIA, Streetlight, Arborealis. SheilanaGig, Collegeville Bearings Online, and commissioned and sung internationally. Awards
include: the Don Gutteridge Inaugural Poetry Prize; Big Pond Rumours Chapbook; Open Heart; Poetry Matters; the
Drummond.Wendy is a retired minister of the United Church and a Spiritual Director.

Author Statement:
Wendy has spent a lot of time in wonderland, blissfully free to follow the Spirit wherever it leads. This has taken her in and
out of conventional roles, from her birth in Toronto and childhood in the suburbs of Montreal, to a bachelor’s degree from
Queen’s University in English and Classics and training in early childhood education at University of Ottawa.
After this traditional start, her adventures led her to a small white school in Chibougamau, and international schools in
Saudi Arabia in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. The forests of Chibougamau, the deserts of Saudi and the mountains of Addis continue
to ferment in her poetry.
Living in Athens, a small village in Ontario, with her two sons, Angus and Chester, she spent hours reading and writing
storybooks and silly poems. At some point, she recognized that the restlessness in her soul was a call, and she went back
to school to prepare for ministry in the United Church of Canada, earning her Masters in Divinity from Queen’s Theological
College. This began another adventure, which tuned her ears through the ancient words of prophets and poets in scripture,
and the writings of mystics and feminist theology. After serving in Kingston, Cowansville, Montreal and Lyn, Ontario, she
transitioned to a ministry of Spiritual Direction. This is an ancient tradition of “soul friends” and spiritual accompaniment.
Writing poetry has been part of Wendy’s life since she was a child. She remembers learning that poetry doesn’t have
to rhyme about the same time she began questioning the existence of God. Both had huge impacts on how she lives and
loves life.

Over the years she has published many prayers for liturgy, but with the encouragement of her writers’ group in the
Eastern Townships, she had two books published by Borealis Press: Rough Angel, Ange Ecru, with translations by Michel
Gadoury (2006) and Spirit Song in Ancient Boughs (2008).
Every year for as long as she can remember, “Get my poetry out there,” has been one of the resolutions pushing Wendy
to take the words out of her journals and submit them to be published. In 2016 she began entering poetry contests. This
has been an exciting way to share her work.
Hearing her poetry sung has been a great joy to Wendy. Commissioned by over ten composers, she entrusts their music
with her words’ messages of beauty, justice and wonder. In 2021 her poetry was commissioned for the National Unison
Choirs commemoration of the LGBTQ+ Purge, and by the Vancouver Men’s Choir. In words that connect the diversity of
nature with the magniﬁcent gifts of human creativity, Wendy echoes the call that has stirred her since childhood: to wonder,
spirit and grace.
Wendy lives in Brockville near the St. Lawrence River with her husband, Michel, and a rowdy puppy named Joy.

Blurbs for, On Small Wings
96 Words
Wendy Jean MacLean’s poetry springs from extraordinary depths of vision, honed through her years of ministering to a
broad spectrum of seeking souls. Her ear is tuned to the joys and suﬀering of being alive, which she hears as keenly as the
slap of tiding water and the ﬂutter of chickadee wings.
Poetry is her ﬁrst language, the forge where she transposes mute feeling into words that capture the small and
monumental movements of the human heart. Ageless rhythms of nature and small miracles are considered and seamlessly
woven into the elemental images of daily experience.
58 Words
Cosmic and intimate, gritty and gentle: from the ﬁrst moments of creation to the aching losses of dementia, these poems
draw from nature’s relentless promises of birth, death and change. Ranging from complicated ancestry to the simple joy of
a rainy morning, these poems invite the reader to ponder the mysteries and beauty of eternity, in each day.

Reviews for, On Small Wings
The poems in On Small Wings braid together themes of family and genealogy, gardens and birds, as well as rocks,
dust and water, within a weblike structure of six sections resembling interconnected movements of a piece of
music. The rhythms throughout are lyrical and songlike and carry the reader through “the strange migrations”
of our lives (quote from the Introduction).
The poet takes care to note the borders that we encounter—borders between the sound of spoken words
and the silence of thought (“Rock Hard Words”), between holding and letting go (“The Stone I Carried”), between
broken and whole (“With Many Buttons”), questions and answers (“She Doesn’t Cry”), light and shadow (“One
Side Breathes In”), sleep and wakefulness, past and present, life and death.
Wendy MacLean has written a beautiful tribute to the joy of life, the love of birds (section titles include names
of bird species including robin, ptarmigan, sparrow, crow and heron), and the insights birds provide on our intricate
relationships with each other and with the natural world: “our conviction / that love always asks more of us”
(“Equinox Scales”). Many of the poems are heartfelt prayers: the title poem, which begins, “Be gentle with this
moment,” the poem “Heron, Where You Stand,” the poems in the section titled “How Sparrows Fall,” and the
ﬁnal poem “The Colour of Earth.” Loss and tragedy are complemented throughout by delight in small details, and
the reader gets the sense that indeed “time melts into moments” (“Your Bones Get Wise”).
Meg Freer,
registered music teacher, editor, poet.

Third Place Winner: Antony DiNardo
Title: Through Yonder Window Breaks
A Short Bio:
Antony Di Nardo is the author of six books of poetry, most recently, Forget‐Sadness‐Grass (Ronsdale Press, 2022). In addition
to being a ﬁnalist for the CBC Poetry Prize, his work has won the Gwendolyn MacEwen Poetry Award for best suite of poems
and was nominated for a National Magazine Award. Many of his poems appear in journals and anthologies across Canada
and internationally, and have been translated into several languages. A former teacher of English and creative writing, he
was born in Montreal and lives in Cobourg, Ontario.

Author Statement:
Three poets converged on my psyche when I was but a pup and left an indelible impression: John Donne, because of his
sweeping metaphysics and mastery of form; e.e. cummings, because of his playfulness with language and experimentation;
Leonard Cohen, because of his emotional chutzpah and utter lack of sentimentality. As I grew into the art and craft of poetry,
inﬂuential poets doubled in numbers, then tripled, and now are too numerous to list, although in my greying years giants
like James Tate, Mary Rueﬂe, and Al Purdy continue to inform my work in diﬀerent ways.
I’ve always been attracted to nature, as much as to the surreal and the absurd, and I believe that like any work of art,
“a poem should not mean but be.” So much of what I write tends in that direction, creating a work that is deﬁned by its
own internal systems, that is inward looking as much as it relies on its external referents to be appreciated. Language has
a builtin wow factor: words are not only signiﬁers for the seeminglyendless manifestations of the world, but they also
come with integrated audio. Words make sounds, and, when I write, those sounds ﬁgure as much as the images in my
broken lines.
Through Yonder Window Breaks, like my other books, bears testimony to both classical and contemporary inﬂuences.
Some of these poems shatter glass into a million pieces, others, I believe, do such a ﬁne job of cleaning windows that you
can see right through them.

Blurbs for, Through Yonder Window Breaks
300 words
A window breaks and words shatter inside the poet’s head and a poem appears as the words are rearranged. A poet might
liken that to “seeing the light.” How quaint to say that, or speak of it as “light through yonder window breaks.” Another
poet long ago, the great bard of the boards, said it was the sun and its lover. But in this slim volume the poet is cut in two
by windows and the poems that appear consist of interiors, exteriors, and combinations of the two that only imagination
makes possible.
As Di Nardo writes in this new collection, “I’ve confused the words around my house // With the words inside my head.”
These poems crack the light at windows, refract the one that burns in a poet’s imagination. The invisible is made visible.
The glow of sunlight, moonlight and all that they reveal is on display. These poems are curious about the natural world and
interested in nurturing a relationship with it. Windows are “like jazz, they don’t discriminate between light and dark” –
rather, they blend the two to harmonize and syncopate within grey matter, the poet’s inner space. And like any innocent
bystander ready to bear witness, the reader, from line to line, poem to poem, can see right through that space.
The poems frame reﬂections, observations, in language that is straightforward and transparent. Images are layered;
the syntax playful. These are poems that “winter begins” and “long sighs never leave out of breath.” Poems that provide “a
place to sit before we leave.”

In the poem, “Zooming”, Di Nardo writes, “At this distance you cannot feel / the beauty of my heart.” The beauty of his
heart is felt in every poem this book contains. Read them, and read them again.
105 words
In this new collection, Di Nardo writes, “I’ve confused the words around my house // With the words inside my head.”
These poems crack the light where windows appear, refract the one that burns in a poet’s imagination. The glow of sunlight,
moonlight and all that they reveal is on display. These poems are curious about the natural world and interested in nurturing
a relationship with it. Windows are “like jazz, they don’t discriminate between light and dark” – rather, they blend the two
to syncopate within grey matter. And the reader, from line to line, poem to poem, can see right through that inner space.
65 words
Di Nardo writes “I’ve confused the words around my house // With the words inside my head.” The glow of sunlight,
moonlight and all that they reveal is on display. These poems are curious about the world and nurture a relationship with
it, blend both light and dark within the poet’s inner space. And the reader, from poem to poem, can see right through it.

Reviews for, Through Yonder Window Breaks
Antony Di Nardo composes personallyrevealing poems about ordinary days and experiences in ways that sound like his
part in an everyday conversation. Do not be fooled. Each piece is shaped, carefully and with purposeful craft, in lines such
as these:
"Standing on both feet, / a notion I’m a tree about to burst / a split second / away from getting started"
"Don’t let the crow fool you. / That’s not its purpose."
"The gulls that I remember ripping a seam in the sky / And squeezing through until they disappeared."
When Di Nardo seems ordinary, he is very good; when he takes us into his greatest devices, his imagery is unique and
spectacular.
James Pickersgill
Poetry Activist and Impresario

Honourable Mention: Mike Madill
Title: The Better Part of Some Time
A Short Bio:
When not writing, Mike Madill pursues freelance editing, and has also taken turns as a social worker, computer analyst and
home contractor. He holds a B.A. in Psychology from York University.
His poems have been published across Canada, including in The Antigonish Review, The Dalhousie Review, Event, Existere,
The Fiddlehead, Freefall, The Nashwaak Review, The New Quarterly, untethered, Vallum, White Wall Review and The Windsor
Review. He was shortlisted for Freefall’s 201920 Poetry Contest, and an Honourable Mention in the inaugural 2021 Don
Gutteridge Poetry Award Contest earned him publication of his debut collection, The Better Part of Some Time.

Author Statement:
Even as a child, I penned little stories, but never seriously pursued writing, (beyond typical high school scribbles of teenage
angst), until I was close to 40. Spotting an ad in my local newspaper for a night school writing course, I impulsively registered.
My teacher proved to be the celebrated poet Barry Dempster, who introduced me to the world of poetry, eventually
becoming an invaluable mentor and, more importantly, a true friend.

My relationship with writing has always been hot and cold. Anxiety and depression often fuel a negative voice that,
more than once, has nearly convinced me to put away the pen for good. But invariably, Barry nudges me back to the page.
Growing up, I remember my parents being very driven, weekends always abuzz with housework, yardwork and car
maintenance. I inherited their house pride, but have always strived to be less strict with myself, aware of the value of a
healthy workplay balance.
My biggest inﬂuence was my father, Ron Madill. He was wellread, eloquent and sarcastic, (all qualities I admire), and
when I recall now his knowledge of all things handson, it still astounds me. I would also say my friend, John Shirtliﬀ, who
shared a similar work ethic to my dad, and had a wisdom far beyond his abbreviated school years. Finally, my dear friend
Barry Dempster, whose incredible talent in both writing and teaching has been a gift, and his relentless tenacity throughout
his own personal challenges a true inspiration.

Blurbs for, The Better Part of Some Time
31 words
In his debut poetry collection, Mike Madill recalls poignant moments from childhood before diving headlong into his father’s
death. Through his grief, he and the reader ultimately discover acceptance and hope.
117 words
In his debut poetry collection, The Better Part of Some Time, Mike Madill traces his journey to maturity and greater self
awareness through poignant memories of his childhood, his struggle with his father’s death and how, combined with his
clinical depression, he was left feeling overwhelmed how to face the world anew. Learning to embrace the darkness,
however, he discovers that not only is he able to persevere, but a fresh kind of hope is borne from experiences lived far
more fully since his ‘dark night of the soul’. These gritty poems will resonate with anyone who has struggled with depression,
and show that, yes, the world will continue to spin, even if not as we might expect.
378 words
“No guarantee / a soul won’t spill / instead of ﬂoat”, writes Mike Madill in his debut book, The Better Part of Some Time,
setting an evocative and at times existential tone that carries throughout this raw and gritty poetry collection.
In the opening section, he recalls poignant memories from his childhood. With shades of Robyn Sarah’s My Shoes Are
Killing Me, he conveys the resilient but bittersweet nature of these memories, as in “Smile, they urge, / as if I’m currency”,
while “I swivel back and forth between / imaginary bluelines” captures the often bewildering demands of growing up.
The middle section’s poems share Madill’s struggle with the death of his father. Combined with his clinical depression,
he was left feeling overwhelmed as to how to face this crisis, much less the world anew. He captures a striking depth of
loss and confusion without veering into melodrama, making it reminiscent of Tim Bowling’s The Witness Ghost or Richard
Harrison’s On Not Losing My Father’s Ashes in the Flood. He honours both his father’s strengths and his quirks despite his
grief, paying tribute to the man’s enduring sense of humour, even while facing the challenges from multiple diagnoses: “It
was the old you again, cracking jokes, / pulling your Crazy Guggenheim / face at us in our Isolation gowns.”
Embodied in the ﬁnal poems is a renewal of hope borne of experiences lived far more fully since Madill’s ‘dark night of
the soul’, calling to mind Louise Gluck’s The Wild Iris. Having learned to embrace the darkness, he deftly traces his journey
to maturity and greater selfawareness. Discovering he is able to not only persevere, but adapt and grow as both a writer
and a man, he ﬁnds a new kind of freedom, evoked in his lines: “Embrace the blackness, / squeeze until the light / bursts
from pores / and the fear of falling / falls away.”
With an engaging and grounded style, these poems will resonate with anyone who has struggled with depression or
knows a loved one who has, and prove that, yes, the world will continue to spin, even if not as we might expect. Mike Madill
shows us what it means to be human, with adversities to surmount as well as those moments worth celebrating.

Reviews for, The Better Part of Some Time
I could pretend I’m less alone, Ontario poet Mike Madill writes in his ﬁrst poetry collection, The Better Part of Some Time,
but the acknowledgement that it would be a pretense is what sets Madill’s writing apart from others who might tackle
similar subject matter, such as a father’s death and the repercussions of unﬁnished grief. He loved his father with a ﬁerceness
that a lesser writer might embellish with some serious sentimentality, but Madill’s poems are clean and thorough; he writes
with a chisel on hard rock, sparks ﬂying madly around the room. Believe me, these poems are invigorating and courageous,
totally attentive to language and lyric, and imbued with an honesty that is often stunning. They remind us that being human
isn’t a multiple choice question.
Barry Dempster,
author of 16 collections of poetry,
twice nominated for the Governor General’s Award.

Mike Madill’s The Better Part of Some Time captures the aging and loss of muchloved elders, especially his father. These
deeply felt, wellcrafted poems make the past live through exact observation and telling detail. The book’s ﬁnal section
turns from loss, grief, absorption in the beyond, back toward acceptance and dailiness, to poetry and to the poet’s “meeting
himself,” still tethered to this life. A memorable book, impeccably written.
Elizabeth Greene,
author of A Season Among Psychics and Understories.

Mike Madill’s debut collection of poetry traverses the experiences and emotions that make us human, fragile, and humane:
childhood wonder and joy, uncertainty, selfdoubt, loss, love, friendship, grief, and ultimately the unrelenting hope that
keeps us all moving forward. This includes the poet’s hope that the words will come and the very human hope that the
path forward will show itself. Madill’s poems are grounded in the materiality of everyday life, the very “stuﬀ” that makes
us human. The language is often stark and gritty and reveals the terrible beauty of time. Time that moves too slowly and
then too quickly, time we are granted with those we love, and the eﬀects of time as it ravages the human body and the
human spirit. Madill captures this in profound, striking metaphors: “bleary as week old butter,” “faded to a malignant green,”
and “days darken sooner, sucked Novemberbare.” Echoes of past poetic giants – Ginsberg, Eliot, Neruda – can be heard,
yet Madill’s is also a unique voice that captures the struggles of 21st century existence, and more speciﬁcally, the frustrations
of a disillusioned Generation X. Amid the existential struggle, though, there emerges a refreshing wit that is often dark but
also hopeful. It is a wit that reminds us to laugh at the absurdities of existence and to embrace “the better part of some
time”.
Linda Burkhardt,
Professor of Literature and Cultural Studies,Seneca College
Mike Madill’s opening poem Tether sets the tone for this book, showing us that we are not alone, from the innocence of
childhood where anything seems possible, to the often overwhelming pressures and expectations of adulthood. With all of
the growing pains, life experiences, joys and loss that make us who we are, Madill takes us there with melancholy (‘Alive’),
vulnerability (‘Smother’) and humour (‘Ars Poetica’). Enjoy the journey – I know I did.
Lisa Burkhardt,
E.C.E., lover of the written word.

Mike Madill begins by turning restless eyes to the past. Within only a few lines, he draws vivid images of moments in time:
cherished memories of people and places now gone, their transience keenly felt.
Front and centre is the universal experience of the decline and passing of a parent. At ﬁrst larger than life, we see them
worn down by time until they are gone from view, leaving a deep sense of loss and regret for everything unsaid and undone.
In its ﬁnal phase, the book pivots, the painful memories and themes reclaimed by the present and turned to face an ulti
mately hopeful future.
Steve Madill,
brother and novelist

